Introduction.
In this note we discuss a class of rings with identity with the following property:
(1) Each linearly independent subset of a (unitary) free right j4-module can be extended to a basis, by adjoining elements of a given basis. In view of (1) we call such rings right-Steinitz rings. We prove the equivalence of (1) and the following condition:
(2) Let R\= {xE.A\x does not have a left inverse}. If an infinite matrix T of elements of Ri is column-finite and if 7\/ = 0 for all i^j, then, foreachj, there is an integer N such that (T+72+
• • • -\-Tn)i+ntj = Oforallra>iV.
To prove the equivalence of (1) and (2) we need to establish several other properties of right-Steinitz rings, which in turn reveal them as being either examples or "near-examples" of classes of rings studied by a variety of investigators, the following cases being representative. In [l], P. M. Cohn discusses a sequence of three progressively stronger conditions, the strongest being III. Any generating set with ra elements of a rank ra free module is free. An inductive argument shows that right-Steinitz rings do indeed satisfy the condition. It also follows from the discussion below that right-Steinitz rings satisfy all conditions of Goldie's local-rings except that the intersection of all powers of the ideal of nonunits may not be zero (cf., e.g., [2 ] ). Obviously, division rings are right-Steinitz rings. If Z is the ring of integers and if p is any prime, then Z/(pi) satisfies condition (2) as is easily seen. For any field A and a vector-space V over A, let A = AX V, with operations defined by
Then, V is the ideal of nonunits, with V2 = 0, and again condition (2) is easily seen to be satisfied. Another property of right-Steinitz rings is the following: if {x,}jt0 is a sequence of nonunits, then, for some index ra, xn-xn-i ■ • • Xi = 0. Thus, let F0 be a division-ring, and let (2) follows. Notice that in this case the ideal R is not nilpotent, while if R is nilpotent, (2) follows easily.
Clearly, if T is an infinite proper triangular matrix, i.e., a triangular matrix with 0 diagonal, over any ring, then the inverse of I-T exists and is equal to I+T+T2+
• • • . The argument depends on the fact that I-T as well as I+T-\-T2-\-• • • are row finite and because (Tn)i, = 0 if n>i-j. We can thus restate condition (2) to obtain the equivalent form:
(2)' If T is an infinite column-finite proper triangular matrix of elements of Ru so is (I-T)-1. In concluding this introduction we should like to thank the referee for several helpful comments and a simplification of the proof of Theorem 2.
The equivalence of conditions (1) and (2) . Note that all modules under discussion are right unitary. Proof. First we show that R\ =A\R\ forms a group. It is clear that R\ is closed under multiplication.
Suppose x(E.R\, then there is a y(EA such that y-x = l. If y(£Rl then there is an integer ra such that yn = 0, yn-i^tQ Hence, 0 = yn-x = yn~l, and this is a contradiction.
So, yG-^i-Therefore, if yx = l thenxy = l. Thus, R^CZRl-Hence RiZ)R2-Suppose xG-Ki and xG-^2, then there is a y(E.A such that xy=l. Since x is nilpotent, this is also a contradiction.
Hence Ri = R2. To show Ri is closed under +, let x and y be elements of Ri, and suppose x+yG-Ri. Then there is a z(ElA such that z(x-\-y) = \, zx-\-zy=\, zx = l-zy. Since zyQ.Ru it is nilpotent and 1 -zy has an inverse, i.e., zx has an inverse. This is a contradiction.
Hence Ri is closed under +. It is clear that zRiCZRi for any z(EA. Also if xE.Ru z£.A and zx^Ru then there is a yG-<4 such that yxz= 1. This is a contradiction because yx is nilpotent. Hence i?i is an ideal of A. It is clear that Ri is the unique maximal ideal of A because R] consists of the units of A. In short, since Ri forms a left ideal, Lemma 2 follows as is well known. there is a nonzero element aE-R such that Ra = 0, and R is the unique maximal ideal from Lemmas 3, 2 and the corollary to Lemma 2.
Lemma 5. Let A be a ring as in the corollary to Lemma 2, then any finite linearly independent subset of a free A-module M can be extended to a basis by adjoining elements of a given basis. 
